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1991/92-24

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Monday, October 7, 1991 Room 146, College of Law

The Faculty Senate convened in regular session at 3:05 p.m. on Monday,
October 7, 1991, in Room 146 of the College of Law. Forty-nine members were
present. Presiding Officer of the Faculty Senate Vivian L. Cox presided.

SENATE MEMBERS PRESENT: Aleamoni, Aquilano, Atwater, Badger, Barrett, Bickel,
Braden, Burkhart, Cole, Cox, Cusanovich, Dvorak, Ewbank,
Ganapol, Ganguly, Garcia, Goetinck, Grabel, Hetrick,
Hildebrand, Hyder, Joens, Jones, Knight, Larson,
LaSalle, Law, Lei, Mautner, McElroy, Mitchell, J.

O'Brien, S. O'Brien, Pao Tao, Pitt, Reiter, Rich,
Roemer, Saint-Germain, Salomon, Silverman, Songer,
Spera, Terrazas, Thomson, Vezino, Witte, Zukoski, and
Zwolinski. Dr. Robert Sankey served as Parliamentarian.

SENATE MEMBERS ABSENT: Bootman, Cork, Elliott, Enos, Impey, Kermes, Pacheco,
Sugnet, Tomizuka, and Valenzuela.

OPEN SESSION: Dr. Cox invited open comments to the Senate, and recognized Diane
Hadley, Arizona State Museum, who stated she was an alumnae of the University
of Arizona, and wanted to raise questions concerning the wisdom and ethics of
continuing with the telescope project, and the degree to which the University's
reputation would be either improved or diminished by completing the two remaining
scopes. Having lost our United States partners, she proposed the two remaining
telescopes be placed in other locations, within Arizona or elsewhere, perhaps
Springerville, Mt. Lemmon or Kitt Peak. She said she believes the telescope
project appears to be a public relations disaster, because the university has
received national and international publicity for being the first university to
use public funds to oppose the federal listing of an endangered species. She
said this is the first and possibly the only time a university has used millions
of dollars of public funds to bypass environmental laws, and the first time a
university has used public funds to oppose the human rights and religious rights
of Native American groups. Ms. Hadley said she did not wish to raise the issue
concerning the biology of the mountain or to engage in number-crunching concern-
ing the funding of the telescopes, but it would seem appropriate at this point
for the UofA to show its good faith by volunteering to reopen discussions, since
the project has been significantly altered from ita original scope, by convening
an open public forum on the project to which representatives from all interests
would be invited. She closed by suggesting that the Senate might consider urging
the administration to engage in some soul-searching concerning this issue in an
open public forum.

Edison Cassadore, University of Arizona Press, said he recalled his father, a
traditional Apache singer and medicine man, telling him in 1977 of the religious
significance of Mt. Graham, and its importance to the San Carlos Apaches. He
said this project represents an ethical embarrassment to Arizona, tarnishes its
prestige, and sends out the wrong message to other American universities. He
questioned whether this university should be known as the university that dese-
crated a holy place, and stated he believed the University's previous partners
had withdrawn support not for the cited budget constraints, but because they did
not wish to be associated with such a controversial project. He charged that
the University and the U.S. Forest Service have violated numerous legal and
procedural obligations such as the Indian Religious Freedom Act, the First and
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Third Amendments to the Constitution, the National Environment Policy Act, the
National Historic Preservation Act, and the National Forest Management Act. Mr.

Cassadore concluded by urging the Senate to send a direct message to the
administration by passing a resolution condemning further development of the
Telescope Project because, if allowed to continue, it would permanently damage
the religious and moral integrity of the San Carlos Apaches.

Paul Hirt, History, said he would like to address the costs and benefits of the
project. He said he hoped the Senate would take action to initiate a full and
complete assessment of all the costs of the Mt. Graham project since 1984, in
order to make a knowledgeable determination about whether the project ought to
continue. He said he believed lobbying and litigation costs in this project have
been high, and that President Kof f 1er had identified Mt. Graham as one of the
main reasons for the massive deficit experienced a year and a half ago. With
the filing of a recent lawsuit, and one still pending, and the loss of the United
States partners, he said the University may have to reduce the scope of the
project or find other partners. He said the administration had requested another
$90,000 from the Board of Regents just a few months ago because costs were higher
than anticipated. He said he believed project values had been inflated and costs
concealed.

Derek Lewis, ASUA, reported that faculty are being asked to nominate students
to a Town Hall program and Constitutional Convention scheduled for November 16
and 17 to develop an ASUA structure which will better respond to the needs of
more students and facilitate student input. He said over 150 students will be
brought together to develop a referendum for a revised governing structure. He
requested Senate assistance with dissemination of information on the nomination
form, and noted that students may file applications themselves or be nominated
by faculty.

Senator Patrick Vezino, ASUA, noted that he had placed on Senators' desks a list
of the Fall lecture series of the Faculty Fellows. He invited faculty, staff
and students to attend and provide input. The main goal of the lecture series
is to get some ideas on how to build community on campus.

Dr. Cox noted she had asked Vice President for Research Michael Cusanovich to
speak for five minutes on the Mt. Graham issue.

Dr. Cusanovich said he would attempt to address the issues raised at the last
meeting by Senator Silverman concerning public relations and money, as well as
some of the other issues raised today related to the nearly twelve-year old Mt.
Graham project. He noted that the Steward Observatory was formed in 1915 and
has been a distinguished part of the academic environment at the University of
Arizona since that time. "We are currently ranked number one in the world in
astronomy, and that ranking reflects the productivity of our faculty and the
excellent program in place." An important aspect of the project is the Mirror
Laboratory, integral to the Observatory and vice versa. "A classic example of
faculty governance, these projects were conceived of, designed, proposed, and
largely funded by the faculty in the Steward Observatory and the Department of
Astronomy. This project was not invented in central administration. We have
supported their effort. It has always been the University's position to provide

support for programs of excellence."

"Substantial commitments have been made, and a substantial amount of money
expended, and I will talk about that first. But let me say something about

commitment. This project was conceived in 1980, and has been proceeding forward
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ever since then. During that period of time, we have made very large commitments
to the University, to the Astronomy Department and Steward Observatory. Likewise,
both groups have made commitments to the people of Graham County and the cities
of Saf ford, Thatcher and Pima, we have made commitments to our partners in Italy,
West Germany, the Vatican, and this project has proceeded with those commitments
in mind, made in good faith." Dr. Cusanovich said he would characterize expendi-
tures as investments--in science, in scholarship, and in new knowledge. Expendi-
tures to date for the total project have been approximately $32 million, includ-
ing not one red cent for lobbying. "This fabrication of lobbying expenditures
is typical of the opposition, and characteristic of the entire campaign. Of
those expenditures, 53 percent have been grants and contracts, 13 percent Steward
Observatory's operating budget, like any other department they are free to allo-
cate their budget as they see appropriate to their academic mission, and 3.3
percent in gifts. It's a total of 70 percent of money that would not have been
raised without the existence of Steward Observatory for this particular project
in this context. Those funds, therefore, would not have been available for any
other endeavor. An additional 30 percent has come from indirect cost recovery.
About 70 percent of that 30 percent is Steward's indirect cost recovery on the
grants and contracts they generated. We return 30 percent to departments and
colleges. They basically funded about 90 percent of this project from Steward,
acquired or existing resources, and roughly 10 percent has come from the Univer-
sity through funding from my office to support various activities related to this

project. So we made about a $3 million investment on a project that's now 12
years old and will go on for any number of other years.

"Now, what do you get for an investment? What you get for your investment is
leading edge science, the best in the world. Not bad, for a start. You will
acquire some equity in that you will have one of the world's premier observa-
tories and a mirror lab that is unmatched anywhere. These are equity because
we'll have telescopes on a site from which we are able to do science for the
foreseeable future. We have a mirror lab that can produce mirrors that impact
not only the University of Arizona but the rest of the world. We currently have
mirror lab contracts with three other major projects, none of them sited in
Arizona. In addition, looking at expenditures and revenues, by 1997 we will
actually have excess revenues from the mirror lab of about $7 million. That is
to say, the University's investment will be returned. Moreover, Steward Observa-
tory will continue to acquire grants and contracts. This last year they received
$30 million in awards. That indirect cost flows back to the university; some
of it is reinvested in this project, others of it become available for other
projects. So you have a substantial equity, both scientific and scholarship-
wise, and physical facilities derived from this project from a very minimum
investment on the University's part, one which will be recovered in time, and
those dollars invested in some other working projects. What's the down side,
then, in regards to impact on other programs? If we don't do this project, we
don't have any leading-edge scholarship in astronomy, we don't acquire any equity
in the mirror lab or the observatory, and basically, over the long haul, no new
dollars will be available for any other projects. Indeed, none of the dollars
invested in this project would have been available, as suggested by Senator
Silverman, for undergraduate education. These are indirect cost dollars. We

would have reinvested them in some other scientific project. Could we have made
other choices? Sure. What we have tried to do is make a choice here of invest-
ing in the very best, a minimal cost with a major return for science and, ulti-
mately, dollars, if that's relevant, and that seems to be to some people. So

nobody particularly has suffered although admittedly we could have invested in
something else. The question you have to ask is could we have made a wiser
investment anyplace?
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"Now the second issue is the one of public relations. Senator Silverman charac-
terized this as a public relations disaster. I guess that depends on who you
are talking to, because at the current time we have the support of the Governor
and of the entire Congressional delegation. In the most recent poll, 60 percent
of the public polled supported the project, 15 percent had no opinion, 25 percent

opposed the project. When asked the question, given that the observatory is
already underway, would they support continuing with the project, 77 percent of
the public in the State of Arizona said yes, 17 percent said no. Now, I'm not
a political expert, but in any political campaign, that's a landslide from a
public relations standpoint, and I have to assume that one would have to conclude

that that's the case here. The project has been endorsed by the New York Times,
the Chicago Tribune, and the Wall Street Journal. It has received substantial
positive national exposure as opposed to the negatives that you might hear about
elsewhere.

"Now, I wasn't going to do this, but I need to say something about the San Carlos

issue. The tribe was contacted on numerous occasions since 1985, and until 1990
expressed no opposition to the project. Indeed, during that period, the tribal
leadership told us it was not a problem, not to worry about it, to go forward
with it. Now I don't know anything about politics on the reservation. The lead-
ership has changed in the last year or two, and there's been a change in policy
on this, after the University of Arizona had invested about $15 million in the
operation. Now, we acted in good faith, we talked to all of the relevant people,
we were told it was not a problem by the relevant people. There are new relevant

people. They have a different opinion. That doesn't seem to me grounds to
withdraw and walk away from the project.

"I think the issue here is really quite simple. Should an academic direction
be dictated by a vocal but small group of individuals who use misinformation,
from time to time terrorism, and intellectual dishonesty to impose their views
on the rest of the world. I personally don't believe they should. This is a
well-designed project. We have addressed all environmental concerns. We have
acted in good faith with the tribe, and we've made what I believe to be an
excellent investment."

Dr. Roger Angel, Professor of Astronomy and Steward Observatory, commented on
his role and perspective. As a natural scientist, he has published papers in
a journal called Nature. "The kind of things that we want to do with these
telescopes on Mt. Graham are the fundamental issues I think that have been of
interest to people for millennia. We want to understand about the origin of the
universe, how galaxies are made, what happens in the other part of the universe,
how stars are made, how planets are formed. . . .And to set this completely artifi-
cial conflict between other groupa who are really interested in very much the
same sort of things that we are, really hurts me. I hope that you will have a
chance to see for yourselves what is being talked about. Sometimes in the
rhetoric it sounds enormous. What's actually being talked about is a very small
area on a very large mountain, and I'd like to feel that our own culture can
spare just this little piece to do the kinds of things I've talked about.
Astronomy is deeply rooted in our own culture here in Arizona, and interest has
been growing for the last hundred years, since (Dr. A. E.] Douglass first came
here, attracted by the wonderful conditions in Arizona. People from around the
world and around the country come here to do astronomy. We realized ten years
ago that the kind of thing we do so well in Arizona is becoming red hot in
astronomy, because it's now becoming very expensive to do it in apace. And we
realized, as have other people around the world, that the kind of astronomy we
do will be the cutting edge for the next few decades. We realized this, and put
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in place the mechanisms to maintain our leadership, both by building a mirror
lab and by going to Mt. Graham, the reason for which is that other sites in
Arizona don't meet the current standards for a world-class observatory. We have
to have something very high, and Mt. Graham is the only mountain in the state
which satisfies that criterion, and indeed, it's just about the only one in the
continental United States. So that's why we're there. And I don't believe it
is really in conflict at all with some of the things that we've heard about.
Please, I would love any of you to come visit the mirror lab, see what we're
doing there, and visit the mountain with us. We would be happy to get a group
of you together to actually see what's happening on the mountain."

Dr. Cox expressed her appreciation to those who had taken the time to address
this Open Session of the Faculty Senate. "We feel it's important you have the
opportunity to express varying viewpoints."

REPORT FROM THE PROVOST OF THE UNIVERSITY: Dr. Cole noted that at the last
meeting of the Senate, he was asked by Senator Jones some questions concerning
four resolutions passed by the Senate in 1990-91 regarding the Library, and how
those resolutions had been addressed. The first resolution stated that the
library should be exempted from 1990-92 funding cuts, and protected from any
future cuts until the library has recovered from its neglected status. He said
he had not been able to fully protect the library from all reductions, but had
reduced the impact as much as possible. He listed a number of specific actions
taken, since he has been involved in the central administration, to improve the
library's support base: In 1987-88, additional capital was provided to bring
the library to 100 percent of its capital base, while almost all other units were
maintained at the 75 percent level. And the acquisitions budget was supplemented
by $150,000. In 1988-89 the acquisition budget was permanently increased by
$580,700. That action, he said, did not mean there was an increase in the lib-
rary's budget, because they had been receiving those funds on a temporary, year-
to-year basis. In 1989-90 two new library positions were provided, including
one for the Center for Creative Photography, as well as an increase in the
capital base of the Film Library, and $213,000 for shelving for the Udall collec-
tion. In 1990-91, the budget was reduced by approximately 2 percent, or $209,000
rather than the 4 percent mandated for other units. Also, another position
was provided for the Center for Creative Photography, and the capital allocation
was increased during that year by $67,100. Dr. Cole said that in 1991-92, most
academic units took a 4 percent cut, while the library's was 2.2 percent. In
addition, the library's student wages were permanently increased by $132,500,
although, again, they were already receiving those funds on a temporary basis;
two new positions were provided for professional development and administrative
support; $1 million was provided for automation, to be financed over a two-year
period; $230,000 was allocated for the second stage of the Udall collection
equipment; an additional $82,000 was awarded for additional automation equipment;
and their travel funds were increased by a small amount. Dr. Cole said that
despite some cuts, the administration has provided for the library substantially,
and their goal is to make the Senate resolution reality. He said that he has
discussed this topic with President Pacheco, and they have concluded there is
not much more that can be done now, but when enrollment figures are known, later
in the year, if there is any opportunity to acquire additional funds, the library
will be considered one of the administration's highest priorities.

Concerning the second resolution (funds generated from summer session overhead/
administration should have a tax placed on them for library support to offset
operational costs), Dr. Cole said a summer session review was initiated, but in
part as a result of the severe budget restrictions imposed on all units, it was
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found not feasible to redirect funding from other campus units to the library
in addition to the losses such units otherwise sustained. Additionally, the
Controller had raised a concern regarding legal uses of summer session funds.
Thus, changes in the historic expenditure patterns for summer session funds have
been delayed, probably until 1992-93. However, in the interim, the Director of
Summer Session and the Vice President for Academic Affairs are developing a pro-
posal which will be presented to various constituencies involved in the summer
session distribution of funds. Dr. Cole said it should be kept in mind that as
allocations to one unit increase, the allocations to other units must decrease,
and it would thus be appropriate to discuss this proposal with individuals and
constituencies involved prior to implementing such a change. He believes that
next year there may be ari opportunity to increase the amount of money coming from
Summer Session.

Concerning the third resolution (that the program change request for the library
automation package be moved from ita number 8 position to a higher priority),
Dr. Cole said he believed this issue has been addressed because the $1 million
was provided this year. Additionally, the 1992-93 request has been reordered
and simplified, and library support is included as one of only two decision
packages. In addition, he said, a request is being submitted for $1.42 million
as a budget restoration for library acquisitions for those years where the
supposed state formula was not provided. He added that that is one of the higher
priorities in the budget request.

Concerning the fourth resolution (that the administration should renegotiate or
reallocate the percentage of overhead recovery from grants and contracts that
go to the library), Dr. Cole reported that currently two points of our indirect
coat rate are attributed to the library, and that ratio is expected to remain
in effect 1992-93. He added that the Vice President for Research is reviewing
the allocations of indirect cost funds in conjunction with the President's
Council, which approves budget allocations each year, but, as a result of unpre-
cedented demands on resources this year, moat programs in units funded with
indirect coat funds were reduced, and an added reallocation burden at a time of
budget reductions would incur excessive harm to those units. Dr. Cole added that
the Vice President for Research has assured him that he has begun discussions
with the University Library in an attempt to try to find some mechanism by which
their allocation can be increased.

Dr. Cole said that although this response may not be as pleasant as many would
wish, he believed it represents the best that can be done under the financial
constraints present today.

Dr. Cole next addressed the Code of Academic Integrity. He reported we have been
operating with a Code which, according to various legal opinions, has not been
legal and which deprives students of appropriate rights. "We have known this
for several years. A task force was appointed some years ago, but because of
the requirements of other activities, the task force--comprised of students and
faculty--did not until this summer complete its activities. This has created
some very serious problems for us in the interim. It became necessary for us,
and I don't know of a better terminology to use, to 'ad hoc' the process so that
students would have appropriate rights. University attorneys advised the Dean
of Students that due process procedures under the old Code were inadequate, so
we took liberties with the existing process. ...One lawsuit has already been
filed, and it became a matter of urgency to implement a revised Code. During
the task force's deliberations, it received information that procedures of the
old Code were not being followed, that procedures were considered by many faculty
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to be cumbersome, difficult and time-consuming, that many faculty were unaware
of the Code or its requirements, and that students' rights were being violated
and there was an increasing risk of legal action. The task force which developed
the new Code was formed as a result of meetings that the Student Affairs Policy
Committee had with students. ResultB of these meetings indicated there was a
serious and perhaps pervasive problem with dishonest scholarship work on the
campus. Students also indicated at these meetings that some faculty were not
fulfilling their responsibilities in terms of prevention or in terms of carrying
out appropriate procedures. As a result of the late date of the completion of
the deliberations of the task force, and as a result of the fact that it was
necessary to have some kind of Code under which we could operate this year, to
protect both students and faculty, the task force made the recommendation, and
I accepted it, that we provide this Code [placed on Senators' desks today] on
a one-year trial basis, and that it be subjected to the usual kinds of reviews
other Codes and all other programs of this type have been through. The previous
Code had been through two or three revisions to make it more workable, and yet
required procedures were considered to be difficult, cumbersome, or ignored.
The task force thought it would be very important to have this trial period,
after which the Code could be modified as needed. For all of these reasons, the
task force felt it important to implement the Code as BOOfl as possible. The one-
year trial will provide an excellent test to guide the deliberations of the
Senate. It was not our intent to circumvent review or debate in the Faculty
Senate, but rather to inform them of the year of experience and to present the
Senate with a document in which any necessary changes had already been incorpo-
rated. Someone has already asked me if is it possible to review it or modify
it earlier than a year. Of course. It is a draft document. It is a trial
document. We are open to all kinds of suggestions for additions, modifications,
and improvements to the Code. I have with me today Professor Franklin Flint who
is the chairman of the task force and who is also chairing the new committee on
the Code of Academic Integrity. I brought you all a copy of the Code, because
many of you have not seen it. The task force recommended that the Code not be
distributed to everybody as a simple distribution, but that members of the new
committee would bring it to faculty meetings, at which time an opportunity to
not only discuss the changes but also to encourage faculty to take these parti-
cular concerns of the students very seriously and help to implement the usage
of it whenever appropriate."

Dr. Cole concluded that he had not brought with him information on the new com-
mittees that he had indicated he would report on at this meeting, but indicated
he would discuss those at the next meeting.

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDING OFFICER OF THE FACULTY SENATE: Dr. Cox thanked Senator
Ewbank for the fine job he did with the September Minutes. She noted that, due
to Dr. Burkhart's schedule this semester, Senator Ewbank is also accommodating
us with the October Minutes, and she expressed her appreciation for this service.
Dr. Cox called Senators' attention to a slightly different format on today's
agenda. She said that in order to save time on routine matters, some items which
might not require discussion were grouped into one motion, but if anyone wished
to question any item in that group, they were certainly free to do so, and in
that case she would then move that item for discussion immediately following
approval of the other items. She said she was happy to report that the Senate
office had moved, and is now settled in at 1400 East Mabel. She encouraged each
and every Senator to visit the new office, which is a beautiful facility. Dr.

Cox thanked Provost Cole and Vice President Cusanovich for their assistance in
this project.
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REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FACULTY: Senator Garcia commented on the imple-
mentation of the revised Code of Academic Integrity. He said he was given to
understand that a draft had been available in March or April, and while he did
not at present question the content of this document, there may be some things
he would wiBh to address at another time. Concerning the procedure for imple-
menting the interim Code, he said it seemed to him the Senate should have been
trusted to be wise enough to declare its support for an interim test of a policy
which affects the faculty. He said he believed the Senate should have reviewed
the document before its implementation.

Senator Garcia reminded Senators of the Regents Breakfast on October 18, 7:30-
8:45, Student Union 256.

Noting that the Arts and Sciences task force has been mandated to report out in
a year, but that implementation might take two years, he urged the President and
the Provost to take action on some of the administrative problems which now face
the Arts and Sciences complex. These problems could be discussed at some other
time.

Senator Garcia expressed surprise that revisions to Guidelines for the Review
of Deans, Directors and Department Heads, which the Senate approved in April were
not yet in place, and he said he would look into it.

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF ASUA: Senator Knight urged Senators to complete
the nominations for ASUA's Town Hall, and noted that ASUA would particularly like
to encourage graduate student applicants. She reported ASUA had been registering
voters all week, and today was the last day for registration to occur. She also
reported that on October 16 the Board of Regents will be on campus for a tuition
hearing, and she encouraged Senators to attend, noting that ASUA is recommending
a tuition freeze.

Senator Knight spoke on the ratification requested later in the agenda of Sgt.
Brian Seastone and Dr. David Williams to the Student Senate. Both individuals
have been serving in this capacity for the last few months, and she believed both
were excellent additions to the Senate.

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: Senator Jones thanked Provost Cole for supplying
details on the library resolutions and also for the support he has given the
library during his tenure as Provost.

Senator Witte said she echoed Senator Garcia's concern about the manner in which
the Code of Academic Integrity was presented to the Senate.

Dr. Cole said he had indicated to the task force that he was somewhat unwilling
to go forward with even tentative implementation until it could be presented to
faculty for comments, and he hoped he had demonstrated this feeling to the Senate
on a sufficient number of occasions. He said he was convinced that he did not
want to continue on an ad hoc basis with the old Code due to problems encountered
with several cases. He responded to Senator Garcia's statement concerning the
date of available drafts, and indicated no draft was available until the summer.
Dr. Cole said it is vital for the Senate, for students, and for faculty to have
an opportunity to review this Code, and indicated again that it was a

faculty/student task force which drafted it over the course of several years.
But under the circumstances, he was advised this was the appropriate way to
handle this particular situation.
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Senator Witte then moved that the document not be accepted, but Senator Ewbank
offered a counter-motion: that consideration of the proposed Code of Academic
Integrity be placed on the agenda for the November 4 Senate meeting. He indica-
ted this was a motion to postpone to a specific time. That motion was then
seconded, and Senator Witte withdrew her motion.

Senator Jones asked about the implications of this, and the result of passing
such a motion. Senator Garcia called on the Senate Parliamentarian's assistance
in this matter.

Dr. Sankey said a motion to postpone cannot place the item on the next agenda;
the item simply remains postponed until called up from the floor of the Senate
meeting. He said he believes the document has been signed by the individual with
the appropriate jurisdiction on the issue, and he was not aware that the Senate
could do more than express its views.

Senator Cusanovich sought to shed some light on this quandary. "As I understand
it, this was a document written by a faculty/student committee, and completed
late in the year, with insufficient time to have it approved for the fall
semester. At least something is in place to deal with potential legal problema.
We had been advised our old Code was inadequate. Revisions have been adopted
on an interim basis. The Senate could quickly review this, make the changes,
send it forward at the next meeting to the Provost in the form they like, and
the problem's solved. He can go forward with the Senate-approved document and
chuck the interim document. And that gets us out of this trap of dealing with
all of this confusion."

Senator Ewbank restated his motion: To place on the November agenda discussion
and action on the revised Code of Academic Integrity. The motion (1991/92-29)
was seconded, and on a voice vote was unanimously approved.

APPROVAL OF SEPTEMBER SENATE MINUTES. CURRICULUM BULLETIN, RATIFICATION OF
APPOINTMENTS TO STUDENT SENATE, AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE 1990-91 PROMOTION AND
TENURE REPORT: There being no questions on these items, it was moved (motion
1991/92-30), seconded and unanimously approved on a voice vote to approve:
September 16, 1991 Faculty Senate Minutes; Curriculum Bulletin, Vol. 14, No. 2;
ratification of Brian Seastone and David A. Williams for membership on the 1991-
92 Student Senate; and acceptance of the 1990-91 Annual Promotion and Tenure
Report.

APPROVAL FOR REALLOCATION OF COLLEGE FACULTY SENATE SEATS: Senator Garcia
reported the Committee on Faculty Membership, a General Faculty standing com-
mittee comprised of the Chair of the Faculty, the Provost, the Secretary of the
Faculty and two elected members (Senator Elizabeth Roemer and Dr. Kennith Foster)
reviewed the current apportionment of college Senators to bring those numbers
into compliance with the revised composition of the Senate. Senate ratification
of the column "Recommended Number of 1991 College Representatives" will result
in these numbers being transmitted to the Committee on Elections for use in the
Spring 1992 General Faculty Elections. He said the committee's findings, and
the Senate Executive Committee's recommendations, were based on the following
figures, with allocations achieved by simple ratios and rounding off to the
nearest whole number:
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Senator McElroy, noting that the difference between Fine Arts and Humanities was
very small, asked for an explanation of how number of representatives was deter-
mined, since his unit was heavily impacted. Senator Garcia responded that no
judgments had been made, and only fractions were the determining factor. The
difference of 16 had been the determining factor mathematically.

There being no further discussion, a voice vote on the seconded motion (1991/92-
31) indicated unanimous approval.

INITIAL DISCUSSION ON PROPOSAL CONCERNING THE REVISED COMPOSITION, ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SENATE'S BUDGET AND STRATEGIC PLANNING POLICY COMMITTEE:
Senator Braden, in Dr. Myers' absence, noted that the proposal, distributed with
the Senate's agenda material, was related to the Budget and Strategic Planning
Policy Committee's (BSPPC) Annual Report, submitted at the September Senate
meeting. The proposal, referred to as Part I, has to do with the establishment,
composition, and name of the committee as an alternative to the existing Senate
standing committee. She reported these changes would require an amendment to
the Constitution and Bylaws if approved. The revised committee would have nine
members, six to be elected at-large by the faculty in groups of two, to achieve
staggered terms. Each elected member would serve three years. Newly elected
members would begin their terms following the September Senate meeting each year.
Candidates would be nominated as they currently are, by petition, with twenty
signatures required. Senator Braden noted that the Senate would select from its
membership two additional members, and the ninth member would be the ASUA Presi-
dent, or his/her designate. Selection of Senate appointees would serve to pro-
vide balance, including those who might not be well-known campus wide. The prin-
cipal obligation of the committee would be to represent faculty interests, and
the committee would communicate with the Senate, reporting regularly at Senate
meetings, serving as a Senate resource by responding to its recommendations and
advice. In addition, it would serve as a resource to the proposed University
Budget Committee, which would represent persons across the entire University
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Recommended Number of Number of 1990 f of Votinq
ColleGe 1991 Colleae Reps. Colleoe Reps. Facultv*

Agriculture 4 4 356
Architecture 1 1 24
Arts & Sciences 10 8 946

Fine Arts (1) (2) 145
Humanities (2) (2) 161
Science (4) (2) 357
SSS (3) (2) 283

BPA 1 2 125
Education 1 2 85

Engineering 2 2 214
Law 1 1 44
Medicine 3 4 313

Non-college 2 3 247
Nursing
Pharmacy

1 2

i
56

TOTALS 27 30 2,439
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community, not just faculty. The committee will meet and interact on a regular
basis with the Provost and the Vice President for Business Affairs. Senator
Braden said some interim work will be in order to get this off the ground, and
the committee proposes that the three senior members of the existing committee
be treated as elected members in their second and third years. Two of these
three seniors are now in their second year, and she is in her third year. Of
the present committee's four new first-year appointees, two would be considered
elected members serving their f irst year, and two would be considered the Faculty
Senate appointees. In the Spring 1992 election of two new members, they would
be seated in September 1992.

Dr. Cox said it appears there are a number of issues for the Senate to examine
seriously before action is taken on this proposal. She asked Senators to review
the material carefully, so that at the November meeting they can indicate their
concerns or suggestions, with action anticipated at that time.

DISCUSSION ON PROPOSAL CONCERNING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A PERMANENT UNIVERSITY
BUDGET COMMITTEE: ITS COMPOSITION, ROLE, AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Senator Braden
continued with Part II of the committee's proposal, related to the interest in
establishing a University-wide Budget Committee with membership widely represen-
tative of the University community. The Deans' Council and other groups are
discussing how to specify membership on such a committee, and the proposal
labeled Part II representa the Budget and Strategic Planning Policy Committee's
recommendations, including is role and responsibilities and ita composition.
She said it was her understanding that Part II requires only a vote to support
it, as opposed to a motion indicating 'this is how it would be done.' She did
note that this proposal differs somewhat from what other groups are recommending.
She said the committee did not attempt to resolve those differences. This
proposal will be placed on the November Senate agenda, as well.

DISCUSSION ON RECOMMENDATION FOR REVISIONS TO THE CHARGE OF THE INTERCOLLEGIATE
WRITING COMMITTEE: Dr. Kenneth Young, Chairman of the Instruction and Curriculum
Policy Committee, said he had placed on Senators' desks today the most recent
revision to the draft of the charge of the Intercollegiate Writing Committee.
He has since conferred with a member of the University Composition Board, who
requested a minor change in (a), extending it to read "Monitor and evaluate the
University Writing Program, including the Freshman Composition Program, the
Upper-Division Writing Proficiency Examination and related support services for -
student writing and the writing-emphasis courses."

Senator Knight noted that a few years ago students were involved in the Inter-
collegiate Writing Committee. She recalled she was appointed to it in her
sophomore year, but it never met. She believes the committee is critical to
student development, and wondered why it had no student members.

Dr. Young said he didn't know, but would check with the University Composition
Board.

Senator Mautner said he couldn't resist observing that this is not grammatical.

Senator Silverman supported Senator Knight's comment concerning the appointment
of student members, and asked how assurance can be given that two members will
represent the Undergraduate Council--did that mean that there were two additional
members?

Dr. Cox said this item was for discussion only today.
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REPORT FROM THE ACADEMIC PERSONNEL POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator Zwolinski said the
committee is busily working on several items, and has now been assigned a student
representative: Jordan Rich. He said the committee had welcomed her.

REPORT FROM THE BUDGET AND STRATEGIC PLANNING POLICY COMMITTEE: No report.

REPORT FROM THE INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM POLICY COMMITTEE: Dr. Young reported
that because the Intercollegiate Writing Committee did not submit a report to
the Senate last year, he had drawn one up for 1990-91 and placed it on Sena-
tors' desks today. Reviewing its highlights, he noted that results of the Upper-
Division Writing Proficiency Exam indicated a slight decline in the number of
students taking it in 1990-91, and the committee is expecting 3,800 students to
take the exam this semester alone, and perhaps 2,500 in the spring, resulting
in a large increase in those taking the exam in 1991-92. Another interesting
point, he said, is that only 26 percent received unsatisfactory grades, the
lowest failure percentage since 1985. He said everyone will have to wait to get
the results from this year to see whether this is a trend or a statistical fluke.
Dr. Young pointed out that only 338 faculty members participated in the grading
of these exams, many of them grading more than once. Only one out of every eight
faculty members has participated, and he wanted to encourage more faculty members
to grade the exams because it is such a valuable service. Statistics indicate
that 50 percent of the students taking the exam are transfer students, and no
figures were available on percentage of transfer students who fail the exam.
He said that English 397 is a workshop for students who have failed the exam,
and there are only 1,300 places per year in the five-week, one-credit workshop
to expand students' perceptions, resulting in over-subscription by about 30 to
40 percent because approximately 1,600-1,800 fail the exam every year. He said
this is an area that requires further support. He also wanted to mention that
all registration for English 397 is handled by the Composition Board, adding to
its workload. He pointed out that it is not handled by the Registrar's Office
because it is a part-semester course.

Dr. Young said he also wanted to point out the very important functions being
carried out by the University Composition Board, listed in detail on the annual
report. He said they are involved all the way from the high school level through
the post-graduate level, trying to coordinate curricula so that students when
they arrive here will be well prepared to take the English Composition courses
and be well on the way to the proficiency exam. "I think they're doing a very
excellent job with very limited resources and limited personnel."

REPORT FROM THE RESEARCH POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator Ganapol said the committee
met for the first time last week, and its first order of buginess was to elect
Dennis Larson as the Research Policy Committee's (RPC) nomination to the Vice
President for Research for membership on the Committee to Examine Research mf ra-
structure and Policy (CERIP). The committee also continued its discussion on
the University's financial record system (FRS), continued from 1990-91. Improve-
ment of the system was then and is now still an issue; in particular, the infor-
mation reported is often in error, estimated to be 25 percent of the time. He
said those with contract status would like as a minimum to have a simple account-
ing of the funds they manage, in the various categories, and the FRS status
report should be simplified so that the average lead researcher, usually pressed
for time, could get a quick, clear picture of his/her contract status. The com-
mittee questioned its jurisdiction in this matter, and agreed to table the matter
while the Vice President for Research's review is underway. However, the matter
will be reconsidered when the final CERIP report is issued. We urge any faculty
members present, or who read the Senate Minutes, who have dissatisfaction with
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the FRS to make their dissatisfactions known to either the RPC or CERIP, so that
their concerns can be addressed.

The committee also discussed the status of the Intellectual Property Policy docu-
ment, which also was considered in 1990-91. Senator Ganapol said that, as with
many documents of this nature, several committees are responsible for its con-
struction, including the University attorneys, the Office of Technology Transfer,
and the Research Policy Committee. RPC will suggest that, in order to facilitate
communication between committees, the changes in the document as they are passed
along be highlighted, as it is very difficult to know what has been changed.
The following issues were also considered: ASUA's major concerns with the docu-
ment, related to the definition of "employee" in connection with intellectual
property contained in Section AlO, where it states that students who use Univer-
sity resources to develop their concepts are considered "employees" for the pur-
pose of this policy unless the intellectual property is developed as a result
of class work (thesis and dissertation work is not class work). He said students
contend this extended definition of "employee" discriminates against financially
disadvantaged students who cannot afford their own resources, and therefore must
use those of the University to complete research projects. In addition, students
might choose to attend a university where this claim to their work is not made,
possibly adversely affecting enrollment. Senator Ganapol said the committee
agreed with the students' position and sees the potential for discrimination
litigation against the University, and consequently will suggest in the next
revision that work developed by students concerning projects not be considered
the intellectual property of the University. A second concern in that same sec-
tion is why a distinction is made between class work and thesis or dissertation
work. The committee believes that since the originator of such work performed
under contract is covered elsewhere in the document, this distinction could be
dropped. This matter will be pursued further with the Vice President for
Research. Other points that require clarification are: the role of the Dean
in a case of a dispute regarding intellectual property; the question of self-
interest has not been properly addressed, as who decides to publish intellectual
property, since a situation could exist where the release of intellectual prop-
erty may not be in the best interest of the originator, and should the Univer-
sity, therefore, be allowed to pursue publication? The final issue discussed
was the status of the Conflict of Interest and Commitment Policy. The most
recent draft routed to the committee was dated May 1991, and its status needs
clarification.

REPORT FROM THE STUDENT AFFAIRS POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator Pitt, in Professor
Warburton's absence, reported the committee had met and discussed the charge of
the committee, last year's accomplishments and business, and noted that nothing
was carried over to this year. Discussion about possible items for consideration
this year will continue at their next meeting on October 15.

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: Senator Songer asked if Dr. Young's committee had
considered recruiting people from outside to grade the writing proficiency exams.
Senator Mitchell said he believed University of Arizona faculty were in a good
position to determine what the University considers acceptable writing. Senator
Songer said he agreed, but the point being made is that faculty are not appar-
ently coming forward in sufficient numbers to conduct the grading.

NEW BUSINESS: Senator Witte announced a forthcoming conference in the College
of Medicine, November 14-16, on Medical Ignorance: the Problem and the Challenge.
There will be no tuition charge for anyone from this University, and she invited
any faculty members and students who wish to attend.
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Senator Silverman said that, as the Senator that brought the Mt. Graham issue
to the Senate, he wanted to thank Dr. Cusanovich for the presentation that he
gave today and the Senate's guests for their commenta. He said that many people
on this amps think it'a too late to discuss this issue, while others may feel
discussion is long overdue. He noted the topic seems to appear in the newspaper
nearly every day, and it has great impact on all of us. "So in that spirit I
would like to move (motion 91/92-32) that we request President Pacheco to convene
a University forum or series of forums on the Mt. Graham project to bring
together all interested parties to discuss the environmental, ethnic and
scientific aspects of the project." That motion was seconded, and a voice vote
indicated unanimous approval.

The meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m.

Henry L. Ewbank
Acting Secretary pro tern

ATTACHMENTS TO THESE MINUTES: None

MOTIONS APPROVED AT OCTOBER 7, 1991 MEETING:

91/92-29 Approval of motion to place revisions to the Code of Academic Integrity
on the November 4, 1991 Senate agenda.

91/92-30 Approval of: September 16, 1991 Faculty Senate Minutes; Curriculum
Bulletin, Vol. 14, No. 2; Ratification of Brian Seastone and David A.
Williams to membership on the Student Senate; and Acceptance of the
1990-91 Annual Promotion and Tenure Report.

91/92-31 Approval of reallocation of Faculty Senate College Representatives.
91/92-32 Approval of motion to ask President Pacheco to convene a University

forum or series of forums on the Mt. Graham project to bring together
all interested parties to discuss the environmental, ethnic and
scientific aspects of the project."




